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ABSTRACT
RAPID INITIALIZATION OF INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

THROUGH PARAMETER ESTIMATION

The accuracy of an aircraft inertial navigation system de-

pends upon the accuracy with which the system is initially

aligned. One procedure for initial alignment involves the use

of an external reference. This method utilizes equipment which

is much too elaborate for normal operational use. An alternate

procedure uses the system's iniertial sensors in a self-contained

method. If sufficient time were available, the selt-contained

method could achieve accuracies commensurate with the sensor

accuracies; however, in an operational environment it is usually

necassary to sacrifice some accuracy in the interest of achleving

a more rapid initiation. This dissertation investigates the

methods presently available for initialization of an inertial

platform in an azimuth wander or free azimuth instrumentetiom-and

presents a-new method for rapid initialization. The parsmotmt

problem in the determination of the Initial azimuth angle in

minimum time in the presence of random gyro drifts, random awl-

erometer driftso and measurement ncise.

A linear error model of the inertial platform is developed.

The model contains all significant cross-coupling terms. The

inertial componenit random drifts are modeled as time correlated

random processes and the measurement noise is represented as a

white Gaussian process. State space equations for the error

model are then formulated. The problem of determining the

initial azimuth wander angle ie then identified as a parameter
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estimation oroblem where the parameter can asume any of a coa-

tinuum of values (from 0 to 2w). The two methodv of solving pa-

rameter estimation problems currently available in the literature

a-re presented. The first method allows parameter e.itination

when the parameter can assume a continuum o- values; howaverp the

method is not time optimal. The second method examined is time

optimal; however, it is constrained to prcblems where the param-

eter can assume only a firite number of possible values. The

second method is then extended to permit time optimal parameter

estimation where the parameter can assume a continuum of values.

The parameter estimation method developed t-utilizes an array

of minimiyn variance filters. Each filter (referred to as an

elemental filter) is initialized with an estimate of the unknown

paraneter. One element of the filter state vector is related to

the parameter such that feedback can be used to continually up-

date the estimate of the parameter. The elemental filters' pa-

rameter values are then combined to form the overall parameter

estimate. A simple weighting scheme is used in the combining

procedure. A variance term for the parameter estimate is also

computed so that the initialization procedure can be terminated

when a predetermined variance is achieved.

The equations for a discrete minim m variance filter with

internal feedback are then presented. A computer algorithm is

developed for the elemental filter of the parameter estimator.

A method of applying the parameter estimation technique to

determine the initial azimuth wander angle is then formulated.

ti



The plati'orw c ontroller is then developed ,And the ove.all system

described.

A computer simulation of the rapid i-nitializetiun of an

a imuth wander system throigh the use of the paramet:er estimation

technique Is discussed. Resulvs of the simulation dre presented

showing reductfon of an initial wander angle error varience from

(1.5 dagreea)a ft (6 mlnutes of arc)2 after approximately three

mintes of real tide. This repr~eents a twofold improvement in

initialization time over a state-of-the-art system presently

under evaluation.
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I. Introduction

The accuracy of an aircraft inertial navigation system de-

pands upon the accuiracy with which the system is initially aligned.'

One procedure for initial alignuent involves the use of an ex-

ternal reference. This method utilizes equipment which is much

too elaborate for normal operational use. An alternate procedure

uses the system's inertial sensors in a self contained method.

If sufficient time were available, the self contained method

onuld ach-leve accuracies commensurate with the sensor accuracies;

however, in an operational environment it is usually recessary to

sacrifice some accuracy in the interest of achieving a more rapid

Initiation. In this dissertation the problem of determining the

initial orientation of an inertial platform is investigated.

An inertial navigation system consists of three sub-systems:

the inertial measurement unit or sensor package, the computer in

which the navigation equations are solved, and the display.

Prior to operation as an autonavigator, two sets of quantities

are required as initial conditions for the inertial navigation

system equations.

Pirat, the true initial position of the inertial measurement

unit in terms of a navigation system coordinate frame must be

accurately known. In addition, the angular orientation of the

axes of the inertial measurement unit with respect to the naviga-

tion system coordinate frame must also be accurately known. In

this investigation it is assxued that initial position is known a

priori and the angular orientation is to be determined.

[
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At this point it is well to define the various coordinate

frames which will be referred to in the ensuing paragraphs.

First, an inertial frame with its origin at the center of the

earth will be the basic fixed frame. The navigation reference

-frame will be the conventional latitude-longitude frame, which is

also earth centered but is rotating with respect to the fixed

frame. At a point in this navigatio:. frame (a specific latitude-

longitude point on the earth's surface) a locally level triad can

be defined by Xn, Yn, Zn where Xn is level and pointing east, Yn

is level and pointing northt and Zn is up. Finally, the inertial

measurement unit will have imbedded a set of axes XP, Y p Zp

which are mutually orthogonal. The angular orientation of these

inertial measurement unit axes with respect to the local level

triad must be accurately known for proper initialization.

The inertial measurement unit in this investigation is the

usual Schuler-tuned gimballed platform for terrestrial .navigation.2

Within the platform assembly are mounted three gyros, the sensi-

tive axes of which form a mutually orthogonal triad, and two

accelerometers. When in operations two of the sensitive gyro axes

are oriented in the horizontal or locally level plane and the

sensitive axes of the two accelerometers are collinear with these

gyros' sensitive axes. The third gyro has its sensitive axis in

the vertical direction and is referred to -as the azimuth gyrD.

With respect to the local level reference triad, the usual con-

vention is to have one of the level gyros' sensitive axes pointed

east and the other pointed north. These gyros are sometimes
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referred to as the east gyro and north gyro respectively, and de-

fine the Xp and Y axes of the inertial measurement unit. The

azimuth gyro sensitive axis (pointed up) defines the inertial

measurement unit Z axis.
p

?or a stationary system (that is, no vehiclz velocity), one

method for obtaining the initial angular orient tion of the level

X• , Yp platform axes with respect to the Xn, Yn axes is through

use of an external true north reference. The orientation of the

reference in the local level axes must be fixed and accurately

known. The information transfer from the external reference is

accomplished through use of precision electronic theodolites and

mirrors located on the platform. This method of initiation is

limited to operational environments which can support this cum-

bersome alignment procedure. For most land based tactical air-

craft a self contained alignment capability is necessary to pro-

L vide operational flexibility.

The primary method for self contained alignment of an inertial

platform is commonly referred to as gyrocompassing.3 por a

stationazy system, gyrocompassing consists of two phases: platform

leveling and azimuth alignment. The simplest form of leveling

consists of feeding the accelerometer gravity messurements to the

appropriate gyro torquers. The platform is then torqued until

the sensitive axes of the level gyros are in the locally: level

plane. The control loop gains and compensation networks sre set

for the desired response. The more complex azimuth alignment
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phase is described in the following pbragraphs.

To maintain the platform orientation In the local level frame,

it is necessary to tcrque the platform axes at the same rate that

the local level frame is moving with respect to the basic fixed

frame. Otherwise, the platform would maintain its orientation in

the inertial or fixed frame. If the platform and Y axes are

oriented east and north in the local level frame, a torquing rate

must be applied to the north pointing gyro to maintain the plat-

form in a level position. No torquing of the east pointing gyro

is necessary since its sensitive axis is orthogonal to the rota-

tion.

If the X and Yp platform axes are not aligned to east (Xn)

and north (Y.) in the local level frame, the platform will appar

to be tilting when viewed in this frame. This tilting property

is used to align the X and Yp platform axes wih the h md yr

local level axes in the azimuth alignment phase of gyrocompassing,

When the platform X axis is not coincident with Y. in the
p

local level frame, a rotation about the axis as viewed in the

local level frame will cause the north accelerometer to sense a

component of gravity, This sigsal is then applied to the or

azimuth gyr torquer. The platform is then rotated until the

XP axis is brought into coincidence with the local level Xn axis

and gyrocompassing completed.

In order to maintain the platform level, it is necessary to

apply torquing signals to both the north gyro and the azimuth gyro
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at latitudes other than the equator. The vertical component

appears because, when viewed from a point on the earth's surface,

the earth's.rotation vector can be resolved into a horizontal or

level component and a vertical component. This level component

-is greatext at the equator and zero at the poles, varying in a

sinusoidal manner. The azimuth alignment phase of gyrocompassing

is more difficult in the polar regions due to the smaller level

component of the earth's rotation. 8

Some inertial platforms in use today are not aligned in

azimuth. Instead, the angle between the platform Yp axis and

local level Y. Is determined. This angle is generally referred

to as the "azimuth wander" angle and the inertial system implemen-

tation an an azimuth wander mechanization."

In an azimuth wander mechanization, torquing signals, which

maintain the platform level, are applied to both the Y and X

gyros. The torquing signals are determined by using the azimuth

wander angle to resolve the level angular earth's rate into

components along the actual orientation of the level platform aes.

The vertical component of the earth's angular rate is integrated

and the azimuth wander angle continuously corrected. This

dissertation will consider a method for rapid determination of

the initial azimuth wander angle.

Initial alignment of a locally level azimuth wander inertial

navigator is normally accomplished in either of the two ways

previously discussed, that is, throuqh use of an external reference

tY
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or a modified form of gyrocompassing. When an external reference

in utilized the platform is first leveled, and then the actual

initial azimuth wander angle d'termined through use of optical

inatruments. In modified gyrocompassing, a coarse estimate of

the azimuth wande'r angle is initially obtained from an independent

reference, such as a magnetic compass. The platform ir. then

leveled and this estimate of the azimuth wander angle used for the

computation of the angular rates to be applied to the level gyro

torguers. If tilting (with respect to the local level axes)

occurs, the wander angle is updated. The updated value is based

on accelerometer gravity measurements. The platforn is then re-

leveled and new torquing rates computed for the level gyro tor-

quers. This sequence is repeated until the accelerometer measure-

ments remain below a pre-determined level for a fixed amout of

tiste.

Self contained alignment schemes generally require between

twenty and thirty minutes of time to achieve an initial azimuth

accuracy on the order of six minutes of arc. Three factors

which affect alignment time and accuracy are inertial component

warm-up behavior, random inertial component drifta, ard measure-

ment noise.9 .'0" During the past few y ears, significant accomplish-

ments in the area of therm-al modeling of inertial component drifts

duriag warm-up have been reported11 ,'', and the availability of

the digital airborne computer has made thermal compensation

feasible. This dissertation presents a method of initiating a
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thermally compensated azimuth va-ader iertial eya3tem in ninimum

time (less then five minutes).

The subsequent paragraphs present the organization and cOn-

tents of tis dissertation.

First, a linear eiror model of the inertial platform in the

azimuth wander mechanization is developed. The model contains

all significant cross-coupling terms. The inertial component

random drifts are modeled as time correlated random processets and

the measurement noise is represented as a white Gaussian process.

Next, state space equationxs for the error -.-odel are fcirm--

lated * The problon of determining the initial, azimuth wander

angle is then identified as a parameter estimation problem where

the parceter can assume any of a continuum'. of values (from 0 to

The two methods of solvirng parameter estimation prrblwavs

currently availab-le in the literature are presented. The firrt

method allows parameter estimation wben the parameter can assume

a continuum of valuea; boweer, the method is not time opitmal.

The. second method examined is time optimal, how~ever,, it in con-

strained to problems where the paraimeter car. assume only a finite

nua~mber of possible values. The second method is then extended

to p ermit time optimal parameter estimation where the parameter

can assume a continu-= of values.

The peameter estimation method developed uttlize ; an array

of minimx= variance filters. Each filter (referred to as an



elemental filter) is "nitialized with an es~tima~te of thtt unknown

paramteter. One elemer~t of the filter state vector is rel*eted to

the parameter such that feedback can be used to continually update

the esti-mate of the parameter. The elemental filters' parameter

values are tb*en combined to form the overall parameter oetimate.

A simple weigbtlng scheme iS Used in the combining procedure. A

varience term for the paraeter enitimate is also computed so that

the initi.alizatiLon procedure can be teraaineted vharx a predetezaued

variance is achieved.

The aquations for a discrete miuins varianoce filte~r with

internal fesedback er&- then preseated. A computer algorithm it

developed for the elemental filter of the parameter estimator.

A nethed of applying the parame ter oestimation technique to

dete~ine the inil~al azimuth wander anglib Is thou, foalatod.

Thle platfoxr controller is dwuselcped and the overall systin

deecribed.

A oomputer alml~ation of the rapid initialization of an

ac$muth wander syster, through the use of the parameter estination,

taichniicpz* i discussed. Results of hi simulation are presamted

soving r~detion of on Initial wender angle error variance from

(1.5 degrees) 2 to (6 minutes of arc)2 after approximately three

2ainuzes of' real time.

Conclusions of the investigation are thez presented.
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11. The System Error Model

As stated In the introduction, the distinguishing character-

istic between the conventional Schuler-tuned gimballed inertial

system4 and an azimuth wander system is the absence of a torquer

on thes vertical or 6zinuth gyro. Both systems normally operate

by keeping their platforms locally level and use the rotati~ng

navigation coordinate frme so a geographic reference. Due to

the absence of the azimuth gyro to'rquer In the azimuth wander

mechanization, the arbitrary azimuth angle must be precisely

known. The azimuth wander angle is used in a rotation-matrix to

transform platform measurements from the inertial measurament

unit axes (Xp1 Yp, Zr,) to the local 3Jevel navigation axes (Xr,,

Yny Zr).

Due to the earth'sa rotation the navigation reference frome

rotates about the fixed Inertia~. frame. This rate of rotation is

referred to as the earth's rate and will be represented by

For a pxcint' on the navigation axes, the level and vertical com-

ponents of 11 can be computed by

11Y. lo 2-1

Pz 1ikiin X 2-2

id~ere ic- the latitude of the point and the subscripts Y., Xn,

and Zn, reprcesent directions along the local level triad. Figure

2_1 illustratea the resolution of the earth's rate into horizontal

and verticali ccmponents at a point, ?,on the earth's surface.
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Figure-2-. R~esolution of the Earth's Rate into I;.orijontal and

Vertical Components at a Fbint oni the Sarth's

c>2rface.

The platform axes (X'0 Y , and Zp) tend to remain fixed with

respect to the fixed inertial frame. To maintain the platform

axes fixed in the navigation frame it is necessary to apply a

signal to tIhe gyro torquers which-,will cause the platforu to

precas at the anagul ar rates c~mputed in 2-1 and 2-2. If the

platform is initially level and Y, pointing north, the applicatiTon

of these angular torquing rates tiill maintain the platform level

and -north pointing.

Pbr an azimuth wonder mechanization the orthogonal platform

level agxes (X, Y) will be oriented arbitrarily with respect, to

the local level navigation axes. The azimuth wander angle, 0,F,
i3 defained as the anigl e which t'--P lcral level axes nust 'b rotated

through. in a counter-cludckwise direction, tc btco--e coinaident

with the platform level axes. Figur-re 2-2 illustrates an azivauth
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wander angle.

Yp Xp

-X

Fiu~e -2 Aiut Wndr nge
Inoto t mitan h pafom eeliti ncesryt

l nevelt mitan h platform leosvelrfoe, it is necessary to sle Y

Into components along the platform axaes in accordance with

11 Yp 41 £yn COi 2-3

xp = n ynsin Qf. 2-4

Expressing 2-3 and 2-4 in the form of a rotation matrix yields

Ypl co0 -in 021 fy 2-5
e I n

LWxPj L s0 OOB L
If the vertical component of earth's rate ni Zn were applied

to the azim~uth gyro torquer the initial arbitrary c q' , X would

be maintained. The absence of the azimuth gyro torquer, howev,r,[ makes it necessary to continuo~usly change the value of 0by
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d(t) d + 4 (0) 2-6

Hence, the value of 0z in the rotation matrix must be continuously

updated.

The rotation matrix in equation 2-5 is extremely important

in an azimuth wander mechanization. Aside from resolving level

earth's rate into components along the platform axes, the inverse

of this matrix is the transformation from the level platform

axes to the level navigation axes. Therefore, the platform

acceleration measurements Lnd platform velocities must be operated

on by this transformation matrix prior to use in the navigation

mode.

After platform leveling, an initial estimate of 0z is used

in the rotation matrix. This estimate is designated 0, and the

difference between Oz and 9z is

' z = Oz - 9Z 2-7

where A Oz is the azimuth wander error angle.

Platform level axes torquing rates are then computed using

equation 2-5 with Oz replaced by Oz. The computed torquing

signals are then applied to the level gyro's torquers. The error

in torquing for each level gyro due to the difference between

Z and 0. is

Ey = Ilyn.cos - Alyn.cos Oz  2-8

A
Ex = Lynesin Oz Syn'sin'Oz 2-9

where Ey is the error in earth rate's torquing to the Y gyro, and

Ex is the error in torquing to the X gyro.

[. .
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A
Using equation 2-7 to substitute for Oz in equations 2-8

and 2-9 results in

Ey 1y1n- cos(z - AOz) - 2ync 8Oz 2-10

ai .- ysin (z - A Oz) - 1 ynosin 2 2-11

Using simple trigonometric identities for the expressions with

angle difference yields

8 y fYn [coo OZ Cos A4 + sin 07 sin A02 - cos 0 ]2-12

E~x = n [Isin 0z cos A e2 - Cos Oz sin A02 - sin 0Z213

An initial coarse estimate of 0 can be obtained from a

magnetic compass. After correcti6n for magnetic variation, the

azimuth wander error angle, A 2s is of the order of l., degrees

(standard deviation). At the conclusion of the initiation process

an error of 0.1 degrees (standard deviation) Is des irable to

minimiza the navigational error due to incorrect initial azimuth

information.

The azimuth wander error angle, A 0z' will therefore range

in value from an initial worst case value of approximately 4.5

degrees (three standard deviations) to approximately 0.1 degrees

at the conclusion of the initiation process. Under these cir-

cmustances the following small angle approximations can be used

cos O z = 1

sin Az = A z 2-14

Eqpxations 2-12 and 2-13 can now be rewritten as

y= l Yn " sin 0z " A 9z 2-15

EX = . fy1n ' cos 00 " A Oz 2-16
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These torquing errors cause the platform to tilt in the navigation

frame. Let A and A represent the angles between the
x y

locally level plane and the platform's Yp end P axes. That is,

A Ox is the angle between Yp and the locally level plane

measured by a right-handed rotation about Xp, and A 0y is the

angle between Xend the locally level plane measured by a right-

handed rotation about Y . After the initial leveling, these

angles can be considered zero; however, the application of the

earth's rate torquing signals with an error of A 0z causes a

tilt which can be computed from

&0~ ft Ey dt t l Yn sin Oz*A Oz dt 2-17

=0(t) Ex dt =- Yn cos Oz " A z dt 2-18

These tilts will cause the level axes' accelerometers to

sense gravity components. The values of these gravity components

will be

Ay = g-sin A 0 x 2-19

Ax = -g.sin &0y 2-3

where-A. and Ax are the platform level axes' accelerometer measure-

ments. The minus sign in 2-20 results from assuming a right-

handed convention for the platform axes and a gravity vector (g)

in the positive vertical direction. Therefore, a positive error

torque to the platform Xp gyro will cause the Y gyro axis to lift.

A positive g component will then be sensed by the Y accelerometer.
p

Similarly, a positive error torque to the Y gyro will cause the

gyro to dip, thereby causing a negative g component to be
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sensed by the accelerometer. For small t (say 1 to 5 minutes)

at mid-latitudes the values of A 0x and A 0 y will be on the

order oC I minute of. arc. At these small values sin A 0X and

sin A y can be replaced by A 0x and A 0y , respectively, with

negligible loss of accuracy. Therefore, -19 and 2-20 -can be

rewritten as

A = g. A 2-21

AX -g*A' O 2-22

During the process of establishing the initial azimuth

wander angle of a stationary system, accelerometer output measure-

ments occur only as a result of the system errors and measuuent

noise. Therefore, the accelerometer outputs A. and A. arm a

measure of the system errors. Figure 2-3 is a block diagram

illustrating equations 2-17, 18, 21l 22. This figure in a uyt"

error model without the effects of cross-coupling considered.

Cross-coupling effects between the level axes and between

the level and vertical axes occur due to platform tilt. 7he level

axes cross-coupling is caused by the level gyros sensing a

component of the vertical earth's rate. This sansing is viewed

from the navigation frame. For example, a small value of A

causes the Y gyro to lift. This causes the gyro to sense a
p

component of vertical earth's rate of magnitude 1 mn sin A Ox.

In the navigation frame the precession about the Yp gyro sensitive

a:is will be in the direction of a left handed screw. This cross-

coupling term will therefore have a negative sign. For a small

va]ue of A 0y the cross-coupling to the Xp gyro is fL zn sinA~y.
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appoxmaiI car4 be Aydi iuo inA ai i

Thevlaxescoss-opin sthrfr
I *A0,2-2

~_cACCP

errr.Takingithcout ths elae ross-coupJingEffects.

appoxatin 7ad can be m iuofid to adsn

E~~t f[Yysic =~0 - n zn. Ox 2-25

R0"(t) =J[t*~~~ Als AZz.d 2-26
0y
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The remaining significant cross-coupling errors occur as a

result of the azimuth gyro sensing the horizontal component of

earth's rate, as vieied in the navigation frame. If the azimuth
wander angle were zero, that is, the Yr, gyro pointing noith in

the navigation frame, a all tilt abcut the X gyro,

would cause the azimuth gyro to sense a component of level earth's

rate in the mount R yn' sin A 0," For an arbitrary azimuth

wander angle, the error rate to the animuth gyro due to level

axes tilt can be expressed as

Acc = n (coos zsin AOx - sin Qf- sin A 0) 2-27

Using the seall angle approximation 2-2.7 can be written

13, 11 yn(cos Qz - A 0." sin Oz  A 0 ) 2-28

Taking into account this azimuth gyro error rate, the azimuth

wander angle error, O z, as a function of time is

A Ojt) J f yn (cos 0. " - sin Oz" A Oy) dt4Nz(O)

2-29

Equations 2-25, 26, 29 are used to construct a system error

block diagram which includes cross-coupling. This block diagram

is illustrated in figure 2-4.

To complete the system error model the effects of inertial

component drifts and measurement noise must be considered. Both

the inertial component drifts and the measurement noise can be

described as random processes.

The simplest zr:.del for random gyro drift rate assumes the

drift to be a random constant. For most applications & modal

such ! s this is not adequate, since, from empirically obtained
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Figure 2-5. Shaping Filter.

be established using the following relationship I n the frequency

domain&

(W =-a(W) H(W)0 (W) 2-30
where 40 (W) and * E(W) are the Fourier transforits of the

i nput ;xa output4. ar.-.0corrlation functions,~ 0. gum~ ane 4 "(W)

are frequently referred to as the Input and output power density

speotrums. The term H( W) i the transfo of the flIter Inpulse

response or fil.ter transfer function, and the bar over H dewtes

the conjugate. The transfer function for the Cirat order atapinji

filter Is

H(WA) 2, -31

and the input autecorrelation function for Gaussian white noiase lis

to (r) x o 2 8(r) 23
(I*UU

where (.2 -s the variance of the white noise and?$ Cr) :s theU

Dirac delta function. The input power density sptctrum is

41) = C 02 8i~ - drxc 2

which represents a ccnstant power spectral denaity. Using equakt.an

2-30, the output power density spectrum can be written as
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OE W Jw+I/)2 2-34

or in the titae dmein

t i/ 239

evaluating the above integral6 yields

(r.)P a X 2 r->0 2-36

or

q XXr 22-37

where T is the difference between two points in time, i.e. ( t 1 -

t 2 ).

The variance of the output random process is

(0 r2: X 2 2-38Pe fO C U
Prom empirical data the standard error, Cre , for an ex-

ponentially correlated random drift can be determined. In

addition, if an autocorrelation function is plotted, the time

lnterval for the function to dectease from to a value -f

O*C/6 can also be determined. This quantity, designated X

is sometimes referred to as the corla'tion time. 7

if 46y e, dx d e. are used to represent the various

random gyro drift rate6 the platform tilt angles and error in

the azimuth wander angle due to these random drifts c yf

A 4 xp and A 0  ) can be computed from

~~(t) ft 'Cdt 2-39

(t edt 2-40

A t
C dv 2-41

jJo

[,
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By combuing these three equations with 2-25, 26, and 29 total

expressions 5ror 4d~ &Qf an d can be written as

'a OX(t)ft afl 2 A0y- T cols. A 0 z + E IJt 2-43

can be reresented., a* 'In thaecase of the gyros' rendon drift

rees by linear first or-der shaping filtera driven by Gaussian

white tisei, These acaeleranater drifts will be represented by Ot

and a y.fo~r the XP nd Y pecceleromaetar3 respectively. Empircaly

derived valui&s for the standard error, OCL, and for the so-called

Caftzelation time., X.Can theAv be used in ariaion 2-38 to f ind

the variance of the iniput white -noi~ie.

R~apdp~z distu atucesz measured by the accelervmeter: (such as

vibratio~ns, 4dgutt etc. a nd accelerometer outputs due to

circuit rnoiae amp. wlifier noise in a force relmaence loop)

can bf approrimatedI 1y additive white noi". to the accelerometers"

outputs. The actual sp!&ctral dauslty of thKs noive will be a

function of th* *nvi=%oznent of the 4iner-.A. platfom, I~waver,

for convenience an additive white noise distuzbamce WEIL1 be

assumed. This ncise'vill be denoted by V, end Vyfor the X pand

V paccelerometsrs respectivel y

Including the effects of the acceleweter'r, randcn drifz&

=~id the additive ncoise, equationr. 2-21 and 2-.':2 can be rtwrittern as
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+ +v 2-45

Ax +'Aa +0 4 2-46
y

A complete systemf error model can now be constructed from

equationa 2-42 through 2-46. A block diagram if this nodel is

Illustrated in figure 2-..
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III. Pormuletion of State Space Equations

The system error model illustrated in figure 2-6 is a multiple

input-multiple output linear system. In recent years matrix

equations have been applied extensively in the analysis and syn-

thesis of multivariable systems.2,2 In this chapter the system

error model developed in chapter II will be described by two

matrix equations. These equations are

AX + U 3-1

Y MX + V 3-2

In equation 3-1, A is the system dynamics matrix, X is the error

state vector (bar under letter denotes vector), and U is the input

forcing function. A dot over the vector indicates differentlation

of the vector with respect to time. In equation 3-2 Y is the

measurement vector, M is the measurement matrix, and V is the

additive measurement noise. Equation 3-1 is frequently referred

to as the system dynamics equation and equation 3-2 as the system

measurement equation.

Equations 2-42 through 2-44 describe the dynamics of the

system error model. Differentiating these equations with respect

to time yields the following first order differential equations

i0y a :Yn "sin Oz A Oz - 11Z n Aox + fy 3-3

@x fj "a¢y-y •cos " .+ x 3-

Z Yn (cos oz. A x - sin Oz " y) + z3-5

For the moment, letting the state vector X be composed of

the elements A Oy, A 0X' and 0.; then equations 3-3, 4, and 5

can be combined to form the following first order matrix differential
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equation

A0 nzl 11 sin0 9;,0 E[ n Yn I yI
Th-J y. son z syn-cOs Oz 0 J zLA0 J

3-6

The forcing fmction veotor in equation 3-6 is composed of

the various gyro random drifts. In chapter II these drifts were

modeled by a first order linear filter excited by zero mean

Gaussian white noise (see figure 2-5). Therefore, first order

differential equations describing the dynamical behavior of E

and 46 are

y= -1/y X + Uy 3-7

x = - l/X E + U 3-8x

i/X e + Uz  3-9

where the y, x, and z subscripts are used to identify the X and U

associated with each gyro random drift. Equations 3-7, 8, and 9

can be combined to form the matrix differential equation

C 0 0Xy

",}. o - /Xx o, ,,J
x x + [ 3-10

.iz L 0 .l Z j L z U

Similarly, the random drift of the accelerometers can be

described by

y = - l/.y a + wy 3-11

iax  = - L/ L x + Wx 3-12

where / is analogous to the X in the gyro drift model and W is
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analogous to U. In matrix form the dynamivs of the random drift

of the accelerometers can be written as

= + 3-13
x 0 -/ iIx x ( . w

The dynamics of the system error model (inclusive of the

inertial drift models) are described by e-quations 3-6, -3 10, and

3-13. If the eystem error state vector is defined as

y

Ox

A z

S E 3-14
x

Qy
ax

then an equation in the form of equation 3-1 can be furuleted for

the total system error model. This first order matrix differentlal

equation is
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The accelerometer measurements due to system errors are

(from chapter .)

= g , + ay + Vy 3-16

= -. y + a + yx 3-17

If the measurement vector is now defined as

y = y3-18

tha measurement equation can be written in the form of equation

3-2 an

Ay 0 00000 1 0 9y Viy

000 0 1 o0 o o + 3-19
x

Ey

lE
Equations 3-15 and 3-19 are the state pace equations for

the error model illustrated in figure 2-6. Examining the state-

space dynamical equation (3-15) reveals that the A matrix, some-

times referred to as the system's dynamics matrix, cmitaind

elements which are functions of Oz, the unknown azimuth wander

angle. Therefore, the angle to be determinedis a paraeter of

the system. Problems of this nature are frequently referred to

as parameter estimation problems.
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'The systemz error rmodel has been desaribed (in cheptez' XTT)

by thbe following matrix equations

X =A ZW~ + U 4-1%zj

Y = M X + V 44-2

where

Xis an Cxl state vector of thea systam arrorst

5~is an 8x1 Gaussian white noi~se voctor that is the input

to tbe system error model*

Y in a 2X1 vector that contalus the out'puts or WX~tt

of the xyatem error wi~el,

A (10 z) I a a SxS matrix representing t' ha dynwicis of t*, wyT~em

mad contmining elements wihich ars twuactionar oft OX OW,

a4A~uth va-der angle,

M toa Wmatrix which linearly -. 1t*Ato Y( rnlly

in igue 41.The wide lines indicatte vecitor-siga flo,, aid

the " nafr fuctio. I/ repeveits 8intagrators a-enjqW N

to the Inputs of ~~~the integtors -Frtheij tmAj ls
rereens hetransfer function bewente itpiut ofthe
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paraxetar). The parortter value Is then updated in~ accordancei
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4)coe o 1- elei4?.ntel filters its the true vaixz, e of the peiaw-

et~rY 7 *pc:w tically rimlze this condition far tkie pm~ble.- under

ck ite~ 0. may aisue a continux of valuev b~etween

0 *Ud ?v1, a large n'mbsr of elemental fi-'terz vcu2d be required.
3r~ QLxa~mplc, qvcz, an initiet! estim~ate of* Cr 0 asadr

er~vr of 1. * S dreea, 2 'at will be necessary to construict an

eleresital lIter fcrr every six minutes of arc in the range 10 -4 5O

-toOz + 4-0, ass'miri -thit thm desired accu~racy is of the order

-r "i~t~ fae hr~~,it can bze seen that thie appl ica-

tion of Magill's vav.etexr estitor to tihe problem at hend vorild
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lead to computational difficulties, since about 90 elemental

filters would be needed.

Por the problem under consideration a time optimal parameter

estimator which allows the parameter to assume any of a continuum

of well defined values is needed. An estimator cf this type can

be synthesized by combining the method of Magill with Sorenson's

approach. As in Magill's method, this parameter estimator will

utilize a bank of elemental linear filters each initialized with

a value for the parameter. However, instead of fixing the param-

eter value for each elsmental filter, this value will be allowed

to converge to the trus parameter value by continuously updating
0 based on Y (0z), as in Sorenson's method. Therefore, the new

method combines the time optimal feature inherent in Magill's

',proach, with the continuous value feature of Sorenson's method.

A limited amount of filter6 -an be used since the filters have

the flexibility to change the parameter value.

The next step involves the determination of a weighting

function for each of the elemental fil' ,rs so en overall error

state vector estimate and parameter estimate can be formed. As

will be shown in chapter V, the measurement vector, .Y, is differ-

A
enced with the expected measurement, Y, at the input of the

elemental filter. This expected measurement is obtained simply

by pre-multiplying the propagated error state vector by the

measurement matrix. This vector difference will be denoted by Y

and defined as

A
Y =Y - Y 4-3

4-
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Referring to the bank of elemental filters it is evident

that the filters with parameter values close to the true value

A
w__l generate expected measurement vectors, Y, closer in value

to the actual measurement vector, Y., than those whose parameter

value is less accurate. Therefore, the outputs of the elemental

filters where Y is relatively smaller should receive the greater

weight. A simple method for generating weighting functions in

accordance with the above criterin first requires the definition

of the norm or length of Y asIIVI " 1~/2 T 441/

Next, an expression must be generated which weights the

elemental filter outputs inversely proportional to the norm of

the filter's Y. In addition, the sum of all the weighting

functions generated must equal 1. An expression which conforms

to both of the above stipulations is

W(0 i1) = I IY(0iI 4-5
z n-1 j~~ l zi

nj (0%i

z Y
j=l

whera Wo (OZ ) is the weighting function for the ith elemental

filter and Y (0z) Ij is the norm of the difference between the
.th

expected measurement vector as generated by the j elemental

filter and the actual measurement vector.

As the various parameter values approach the true value

A~ i
(Oz 9 = 1, 2---n), the vectors Y (z ) will all approach

the seme value. Inspection of equat.-. 4-5 shows that under these
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cricumstcnces the w-eighting functions will also all approach the

same value resulting in a uniform distribution of the weighting

functions.

Finally, a measure of the performance of the parameter estima-

tor can be obtained from a weighted sum of the variance terms

contained in each of the elemental filters. The same weighting

functions generated by equation 4-5 will be used.

Figure 4-3 illustrates the continuous time optimal parameter

estimator described in this chapter. The word continuous is used

in the sense that the parameter can assume a.ny of a continuum of

values.
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V. The Elemental Filter

The elemental filter for the parameter estimation technique

presented in the previous chapter can be synthesized quite readily

using the methods of Kalman and Bucy. 1, The error model dynamios

equation (equation 4-1) and the measurement equation (equation

4-2) are the basis for synthesizing an elemental filter for a

specific 4z" The system error nodel is linear, continuous, and

has a white noise forcing function. The measurement noise is

also white and is additive. Due to the nature of the problem and

aizborne computer limitations the filter must necessarily be

discrete performing error state estimates on a continuous system.

The system measurements (that is, the accelerometer outputs) will

be observed for a finite period (for example, 60 seconds) and then

these measurosents smoothed in some manner and Zed to the elemental

A
filters. The filters will then estimate the state vector, X.

The various estimates of the state vector will then be weighted

in accordance with equation 4-5 to form the overall estimate.

The parameter estimate will then be formed by a weighted sum of

the individual parame';er values. The only difference between

the ordinary Kalman filter form and the elemental filter used in

this parameter estimator iv feedback of a component of the output

of the filter to the elemental filter dynamics matrix. Specifi-

cally, the filter estimate of the error in Oz is used to update

the value of 0z in the system dynamics matrix of each filter.

The elemental filter has as its objective the generation of

A
an estimate of the state vector, X, su.h that the mean square error

I
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of the estimate is minimized.

A matrix, P, celled the covariance matrix is defined as

_ 5-1l

where S is the expectation operator. The P matrix contains the

second order statistics of the system errors. That is, the

diagonal elements are the variances of the components of the

estimation error and the off-diagonal elements are the covariances

of the estimation errors taken two at a time. Therefore, the
A

filter generates an X which minimizes t-he variances on the

diagonal of P.

The basic recursivs equations for a discrete Kalman filter

are adequately treated in many publications. " The following

paragraphs present in summary form the equations which will be

utilized to form the discrete elemental filter in the parameter

estimator of this investigation.

The error model dynamics equation

= A (0.) X + U 5-2

has a solution which can be written as

X(T) = *(T,O) X(O) + G(T) 5-3

where

(T,O) state transition matrix over the interval 0 to

TGV
6

G(T) - the response of the system to the white noise

vector, U, over the interval 0 to T.

X(T) = state at time T

X(o) = state at time 0
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If the elewientvz of the white iioiae forcirng fm~ctiang, are

uncorrelted,. a diagonal ma~trix canf be obta~led from H U J
If this matrix is denoted by the letter Q an appcoximete expreztion

for the covarance matrix, P, at time T is

P(T) =.O(TtO)s(O)Q4 Tro O.TW(T,OJT,OJ 5-

where

P(O) =cxiariance matrix at tize 0

P(T) coverianca matrix at time T

*T (TO) =transpone of the transition matrix

At this point it becomes necessary to diSatinguish botween the
A A

best estimate of X just prior to filteringg 2j(T-, ead Just eflar
Arunning the discrete filter X(V'). T- will be used to Indicet.

values just prior to running the filter and T+ to indicate 'valuaes

Just after the filter is run. This terminology will also apply to

the covariaence matrix, P.

At time 0 the filter is initialized with an est-imate of th*

atate vector 1(0) and a coveriance, matrix P(O). 1(0) arsd P(O) are

then propa~leted to the Kalman upVdate time T using

A

for (T-) and equation 5-4 for the computation of P'T).
A

Now substituting X(T-) for X in the measurement equation

(4-2) yields

A A
1(T) =uX( r) . 5-6

A
*where Y(T) is referred to as the expected measurement. The

measurement additive noise vaector, Y, does not appear in 5-6 Since

the best estimate of white Gaussian noise is zero. The diiference
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A

betwoen U" expected fteasurternent, Y(T), and the a~ctual menisurement,

YfT%) Will be denoted 'by Y1(10. That isp

YI'M -{ I-YT) 5-7

A new estizate of the state vector can now be formed using

the ecauation

X(T-)+ KY5-8

whxere K is the co-mnly referred to Kalman gain matrix. This K

xatrix is czp1Aed so as to minimize the diagonal or variance

temsd the propagated covariance matrix. An equation which

ac-ciplishes this einirnization is 7

XK= P(T-).UT [M.P(T-).uT +5.

where It = REY- T

After the new state estimate is farmed the covariance matrix is

updated by8

P(T+~) = (I - KU)-P(T-) 5-10

Eqatons 5-5 through .5-10 contain the necessary recursive

operations to construct a Kalman f ilter which operates at discrete

t times on a continuous system.. To further generalize these equiatios

replace 0 by t and T by t + At where At is tha time interval

between filter runs. The nmber -,fL filter i terations can be

cantro lied by checking the vasriaznce terms of the P matrix.

When a desired variance For an error st-ate irs reached the problenm

can b,, terminated.

For the parameter estimation technique presented in this

investigation it is necessary that the voluo- of 0~(the azimuth

wander angle) in the A xnatrix be updctted by the estimate of af
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-Iflmr 6ach f-1-evv runi. This u-duate la accwrallsitt by stW~s

-te eatinaqe of tC~e e& ror {i 6 (thais £e (, (t '-L t*) with

the vau V o1* The0-afsr if 0fz (t + 4~ t+! is~ %-aed

to denote the updated value of and 0Z (t +At) ?&vl

b*&isf updating

This updated ivsu of the azimuth wr-der 41l wlIi then m steed

in the :tcruation. of A new A matrix for the el 2cntal f1tt-

A bloek didtgra* of the elemental filter iv. pz e&-nted in

figure 5-1 and ani equation flow cheztt sfc'cr tr.6 rite el~rihi

presented in figure S-2.

Pi~re5-. Boc De~sm f leentl iler
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VI. The System

The prime function of 'the platform controller during the

initialization process is to apply earth rata torqueang signals

to the platform gyroS. The level axes tvaquing rates are com-

puted using equation 2-5 with C, the azimuth wander anglev

Teplaced by its estimate, a. The desired equlibri-am condition

is obtained when the correct azimuth wander angle is detemined

(within a specified accuracy) and the gyro and accele r meter

random drifts compensated.

-' Using an external reference or from observation of the

platform without earth rate torquingt the initia: azimuth wind'

angle can be estimated with an accuracy of 1.5 degrees (140). A

number of values are then selected in the vicinity of this Initial

estimate and an initial weighting distribution for these values

assumed. The most intuitive approach to selection of these

initial values is to assume a symmetrical distribution with sym-

metrical weighting. For example, if 0n is the initial estim te,

values of 0. for the elemental filters could be 0, on 2-" 09

08t 209 etc., and an initial triangular weighting centered on

02; The initial or a priori weighting distribution Is tutliked

only for the first run of the parameter estimator. Subeequeu.

rtms use the weighting factors given by equation 4-5.

AThe error state vector, K, for each of the elemental filters

is initialized with all elements equal to zero. The covariance

matrix for each of the elemental filters is initialized with

estimated variances for each error along the diagonal and all
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*off-diagonal terms zero. After the first run of the parameter

estimator each of the elemental filters contains an estimate of

the peater, e' estimates of the angle misalignments (

Ayb y A z), estimates of the inertial component drift& (E x,

.yO ex, a., a,7). and an updated covariance matrix. A new elemental

filter parameter estimate is formed using equation 5-12. An

overall parameter estimate can then be formed using the a priori

weighting factors in accordance with
n Ai Ai

i=l

where n is the number of elemental filters. This value of k'is

then used in the computation of the earth rate torquing signals

generated by the controller.

Copensation for the inertial components' drifts is accom-

plished by weighting and summing each of the elemental filter

drift estimates, and then applying the results directly to the

inertial components. The inertial components' drift corrections

are then subtracted from the inertial component drift estimates

in each of the elemental filters. This leaves a residual value

in the fourth through eighth positions of the error state vector.

This residual value will be propagated to the next update time

in accordance with the propagation equation contained in the

elemental filter algorithm. The ;0,x pnd /0 angle misalignments

are torqued to zero by the leveling loops and the corresponding

error states in each of the elemental filters set to zero. The

AOz term in each of the elemental filters is set equal to the

i'J
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difference between the overall estimate of 0Z and the value of

in the particular elemental Filter.

On the second and subsequent parameter estimator runs

weighting factors are computed in accordance with equation 4-5.

These weighting factors are then used In the computation of the

overall parameter estimate end the inertial components' compensa-

tion.

The primary result is to obtain a value for the azimuth

wander angle within a specified statistical variance. A variance

for the parameter estimator is formed by multiplying the-weighting

factor for each elemental filter by the variance of A 0 in

the elemental filter covariance matrix. When this variance falls

below a specified value the initialization procedure is terminated.

The current value of 0 is maintained In the controller earth

rate ockpuaation and the current inertial components' compensation

maintained. If in the navigation r.6than augmented system Aith

a Kalman filter is utilized, the azimuth wander angle and the

inertial components' compensation will continue to be corrected

during flight.

PFiure 6-1 is a block diagram of the rapid initialization

technique described in this investigation.
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VI I. Rapid Xnrttalization Simulation

,'o verify that the parameter estimation techniquo described

in this investigation will converge to the truef value of the

parameter (to a statistical accuracy), a computer smulation of

the entire system was programmed for use on a Burroughs - 5500

computer -using Extended ALGOL. The inertial platform was simu-

lated by first order difference equations which were iterated

every second to approach a continuous system, The outputs of the

platform accelerometers -were smoothed using straight averagfng

and fed to the filters. The recursive elemental filter equations

were contained in an ALGOL Procedure named Kalman which, when

called up, ran through ths equations dm3ineated in figure 5-2

using the appropriate k, 1, and P for the particular eleametal

filter. The norm of Y was also computed in each filter to

facilitate computation of the weighting factors. The filter was

run every 60 seconds. The covarian-e propagation equation and

state vector propagation equation were run every 10 seconds.

This was necessary due to the error introduced by truncation of

thi series approximation for the transition matrix at th ond

tmzw.. During the time the filter was running, the plaifor.was

releveled (approximately 5 seconds real time to rlevel).

To compare this rapid initialization technique with present

tate-cf-the-art gyrocompassing, a thermally compensated experi-

mental platform was gyrocompassed from an azimuth error of 1.50

and the dynamic azimuth error recorded on a strip chart, Pigure

7-1 illustrates the amount of time necessary to achieve an
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aligiment accuracy :of approxiJMaStely 6 minutes of arc fo r thisa

systM (a sinrdss real time). Statistical data on the perforuance

Of tM iAerti:al CM~POnenta was then obtained from thg Imnufacturew

@ad VAsed In the COWd initialization cmputer siulationi The

Aata Obtained was an fo23lovs

Gyro Rao Drift (Correlated): I~~ /

G~rrelation tie 6,20 &*

AOOWlZ*Mmter Ranom Drift (Correlated): IT= 5 x 20-*g

Carxelotion tin. 20,(0

A meeuart noise vector was asmswtd ,bfob conito of an -a

ooeled sequaence which ;-hanged v&att 6-0imy WGCGcS. CaMpter

rms.z th*-n made for azimuth wander angLas of o, 30, 400 45r

degz-*WW. Five rns were made for ownh ;, these awizuth Si08

*90k-Witi a difftrwt random .sqnce. Ili vaepus ral

ininmaGs w~k. obtained by changing theS8 digit key tu~1~

Pro6aduz "IndePGanzt Gaussian Random Variables" (JDNIV). 2Ibi

Parter estimator cozittdned 5 ximental fi.1tars w~ch vets

Initialised at values of -:- and +2 deaes about an Init:i&I

*atiaate which was in error by 1.5 degrees. An initial VrLUaar~e

wess,.medisrbto.etrdo teilta sf~&

anitidisrbto etrdo th ntletmt wr

The computed variance of the p~rqmeter estimator indicateed

that on accurAcy of 6 minutes of arc (0T could be reached in

3 minutes3 of running -time (Plus approximately 3 times 5 oecondz

for the filter runs). The actual averi~ge error of tha fifteen



= aftter 3 minutes of running time ws .5,9 minutes of arc.

Table 7-I lis% the final azimuth wander angle err-ors for each

of the runs. Pigurs."t7-2 is a plot of the average error for the

fifteen runs versus time. Typical computed -rror variances of

-the parmeter estimator, as a function of time are illustrated .n

figure 7-3, and figure 7-4 shows the initial weighting distribu-

tion nd a typical dIstribution after the third iteration.

The simulatiorn prograw is contained in appendix A and the

printout for thzee of the fifteen runa i contained in appendix B.

LI

|II

I/

| C.'



TABLE 7-1

Pinal Azimuth Vander Angle Erro in Minutes of Arc

Random Gen.erator Key 00 300 40

2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 7.8 0.2 5.4

34343434 115 2.0 1.7

1 2 12 1 2 1 2 1.2 5.0 8.0

43593395 15.4 11.8 10.2

27375639 2.1 2.7 3.4

90

0

.0

0 1.0 2,0 3.0 4.0

Li re 7-2,.Aye Azimuth EI r for the £eks~er

axiltrrvue Ai O Tna(1 rn
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VIII. Conclusions

The prcblem of rapid determination of the angular oriente-

Ztion of an inertial platform with respect to the rotating earth

reference frame has bean inv~estigated and a new method for

initialization presented. A linear error model for an inertial

platf-3ra In an azimuth wander mechanization vt derived and the

equationsu expressed. in state rapace form. The kt,-. pioblaa In

Initiallwation warn identified an a parameter estimation problem.

7he two methods of solving parameter estimation problems

currently available in the literature were then presen~ted. The

.first method allowed parameter estimation for a parameter which

can aam a continuu of values; however, the mehd was not

tim, optimal. The second method exmined. was time optimal;,howv;

ever, It wasn constrained to problems wRhere the parzmtr s

limted to a finite mvuber of possible values.

By combining features of-both methods and using a single

weighting scheme, the time optimal method was extended twpermit

paramete~r estimation for a parameter that can assin a coutinum

of values. In addition, the new parameter estimator providies a

variance term for the parameter estimate. This allows the

Initialization procedure to be termibated when a predetermined

variance is achieved.

The necessary algorithms for the parameter estimator were

developA and a computer simulation of the systam performe~d.

Results of the simulation show a twofold improvement in



initilizlation timue over a state-of-the-art experimental systemu

premently wider evaluation.
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APPENDIX B

Computer Printout
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• HSPROGRAM IS PRLPI1

A SIMULATIO) OF W RAPID INITIALIZATION TECHNIQUE

TRUE AZIMUTH ANGLE(PHIZ) 0o000

AN ESTIMATE OF PHIZ i'S MADE EVERY 60 SECONDS.

THE INITIAL RANDOM NUM ER GENERATOR KEY 23232323

TIM E IN MINUTES X 000
"'. .-.

THE ELEMENTAL FILTER PHIZ ESTIMATES ARE "

PHIZHAT -  "'"St'0 -

PutZHAT3 1,"50,.,"

PHIZHATS V 500

THE WEIGHTING FACTOR S ARE . .

i-= ui0O . .. - -000
W2 ;- ".'000 -1
W3 0 1Y;4000)
V4 2000.

THE DASAflO PAIIAMWETR ESTIMAT, IS 1 .5000

THE ERROR VARIANCE IS 68090

THE ERROR IN i.INUTES OF ARC IS -90.00600

T IN N M2INUTES =1.00

THE ELEN ATL Fl.TLTER PHIZ ESTIMATESARE
PHIZlIL'f =-0 9..
PHIZHAT. =- 95
PHIZHAT3 -
PHIZHAT4 -
P iZA'5 - .711
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TUHE W EZGHTING FACTORS AE"• I -W 1 ;000 " ,
a

W3 a. 000

THE DASARO PARAMETER ESTIVATE -IS 0.5072

THE ENLHOk VAIIANCE IS 2f706810-04-

THE ERROR IN M!NUTES OF ARC IS -30.43037

-T.IME IN'MINUTES = 2,00

THE ELEMENTAL FILTER PHIZ ESTrIAIES ARE
PH!iRATI. -0;480" - " .-
P4IZHAT2 n0"'71 • o

.. 1IWk'T3 "0.338
*P2112MAT4 'z' 0 -748
PUESHATS - 17158

.THE'WEIGHTING FACTORS AR"
. . . 0;. 76........
W2 A" 07.2Y60o
113 - 0-;2391
W - 01;016 "

THE DASARO PARAMETER ESTIATE IS 0-3183

THE ERROR VARIANCE 1S. 3#148060-06

THE ERROR IN MINUTE5 OF ARC IS ".-19,09694

r-a
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TIM IN MINUTES * 300

THE EJLEMTAL FILTXi PRIZ ESTIMATES AR~E-
?RI -sc1 *-0 ;652.7-

PHlzHAT3 ik ;0;i
PRMT __01;208 4

,P~HlZHATS i 0721Z9 7

THR) USIGHTIh1G FA C TOBFS ARE

ve i, 0,44833 -

VA i OV83

TIME DASARO PARAMETR ESTIVATE IS -0.1305

A-4' E RRCi VA4aMh!CE IS 2;9830-06

THlE MROR 114 hINIEUT5 Ok ARC IS 7*830W6

%;IMfIANGE -BELOW 'VAUE 6WEW'QND!XQNGT
A*1 S IO 6M~0 ER O V6 i"1RUTR3'OF-A=C-.

INITIALIZATION~ COW#VTE...



THIS PRGA AI4'J1PA

A SIMULATION~ OF A RAPID INITIALIZATIUN TCHNIQUE

TRUE AZIMUTH ANGLECHIZ) 30 0

AN EST11-1ATE OF PHiIZ Ii M'ADE E.VERY 60 sEcorIs

THE INITIAL iADQO NUMBER GEWiMRTOP KEY 23232323

TIMlE IN MINUTES 0 0

THE ELEMENTAL ILTERq PHIZ ESTIZMATE." ARE
PHIZftkilV 29,500E

PHIZHAT2 30';50P
PHiIZHAT3 '%0';0
PHIZHATS = 32-;50t

THE VEISHTYN'G FACTORS ARE

1A12 1 00
o3i.14000

THE JASARO, PARAKEIER ESTIMATE IS 31*50~00

TH EROR VARIAINCE I

THE EHROR IN MINUTES OF ARC IS -90 .tOOOO

T IME IN MIN'UTES =1*00h

THE ELEMEZ3TAL FILTER PHIZ17iA~ AR~E
PHIZFATI 29;297
PHIZHiAT2 =29,.59g

P-%iIZ~iAT;. 0;0
?HI~iAT4 =31*.It)4

PHiZmhTS 317



THE WEIGhTING FACTORS ARE
_W -N1000

LW4 0-'2000
N5a0";'4000"

°,.

T-HE DASARO PARA1METER ESTIFMiE IS 30.!14 

THE EROR VARIANCE IS 2.706810-04

9 . .&

-'THE ERROR .IN MINUTES OF ARC IS -30.08420,.. . . . . : -- J.

-T IME IN = 0 Ti -2 I ,

THE ELEWMENAL FILTER PHIZ ESTIMATES ARE
PHIURATI-r 29;620.
PHIZHAT2 11030

" Pft'iAT3 3 'L;.442 "

P.HIZHAT-4 301;853
PHIZHATS 31";265.

THE WEIGHTING FACTORS ARE
W 0 - 122

W3 02393W4 W202'67
W5 0'168I .,

THE DASARO PARAMETER ESTIMATE IS .30o4351

THE ERROR VARIANCE IS 31406@-06

THE ERROR IN MINUTES OF ARC IS -26.10787
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TIME IN MINUTES =3.00

* THE ELEMENTAL FILTER ?IIIZ EST~IMATES ARE
PH!Z1RATI z: 29.468 -
PHIZHAT2 2 97055
PAIZHAT3 i-3*0i
PHIZI{AT4 30*;330
PHIZHATS 3tY.;69t

THE W~EIGHTING FACTORS ARE
Wl-atl 2~046- - -

W2 W2375
W3 0v2213

.119-E MASARO PARAIMETER ESTIVATE IS 29.9967

THE EROR VARIANCE IS 29983170-06

THE ERROR IN MINUTES OF ARC IS 0.19943

VARIANCE BELOW VALUE CORRESP~ONDING TO
'A'l SIG~IA ERROA OF 6*MI MITESOF-ARC

[ ~ ~INITIALIZATION COMPLETE..'

. . .. . .
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THIS PROGRAM IS RAPI

A SIMULAiTION OF A RAPID INITIALIZATION TECHNIQUE

TRUE AZIMUTH ANGLE(PHIZ) 45s000

AN ESTIMATE, OF PHIZ IS FADE EVERY 60 SECONDS

THE INITIAL RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR KEY = 23232323

TIME IN MINUTES = 0.00
ooN

THE ELEMENTAL FILTER PHIZ ESTIMATES ARE
PHIZHATI-= 44;500 - "
PHIZHAT2 - 45;500
P HIZHAT3 - 461;500
PHIZHAT4 4.50. .. ...

PHIZHAT5 48:'500

THE WEIGHTING FACTORS AREW1- U.1000.- .. ,. :

W2 - 0'2000
W3 I0"4000 .

W4 0;2000
w15 0.1000

THE DASARO PARAMETER ESTIMATE IS 46.5000
* . . - . - . - - •

THE ERROR VARIANCE IS 6;80000@04 --

THE ERROR IN MINUTES OF ARC IS "90.00000

TIME IN MINUTES = 1.00

THE ELEMENTAL FILTE- PHIZ ESTIMATES-

P HI ZIAT1I = 44*301
PHIZHAT2 = 44;9021
PHIZIIAT3 = 45;507
PHIZHAT4 = 46;110
PlHIZHAT5 = 46;'713



8.5
4

THE WEIGHTING FACTORS ARE
WdV" 0.1000 ...

• W3 01;4000
W4 - 02000Ws & oV'1ooo

THE DASARO PARAMETER ESTIMATE IS 45.5068

THE ERROR VARIANCE IS 2.7068i@-04

THE ERROR IN MINUTES OF ARC IS -30*40692

TIME IN MINOTES 2.00

THE ELEMENTAL' FILTER PHIZ .ESTIMATES AgE"
PUIZHAT! -44 648""

-PHIZHAT 45;)99
PHIZHAT3 45*;511
PHI ZHAT4 = 45"943
PHIZHAT5 - 46;336

THE'WEIGHTING FACTORS ARE
WV'= 0-1706

W3 a0 ;23')2
W4 i O--"O9 8
VS L0;l 714

THE DASARO PA AMETER ESTIMATE IS 45.5123

THE ERROR VARIANCE IS 3.146060-06

THE FR R.O .IN MINUTES OF ARC IS -30,74099
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-TIME IN MINUTES 3*00

THE ELEMENTAL FILTFA P14IZ ESTIMIATES ARE
PHIZRAI= '44;557- . .. .

.P11ZiHAT2 a 44*;844~.~

PHIZHAT5" - 45; 31

-HkRT '4500

E IGITING'FACTOAS ARE

THE MASAaO PARA14ETER ESTiM TE 19 .45-6894-

THE EFMOa VARIA14CE' IS 2-983160-06-

THE FaROB I.N MINUTES OF ARC IS -5-36467

VARIANCE BLWVALUE CORRESPONDING TO'.
' A I S I GAM LO OF 6-MUNUTESQOFARC

INITIALIZATI OW'.COkPLETE ..
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Glossary

Xn, Yn, Zn local level right handed triad. Xn is level

end pointing east, Y is level end north, andn

Zn is lp.

Xp, Yp, Zp mutually orthog-rnal platfzrm xes

earth's rotation rate with reipfct to the

inertial or fixed frame.

level component of earth's rate along Yn
Ynleel component of earth's r.e along Xn"

Sn vertical component of earth's rate along Zn.

X latitude.

azimuth wander angle.

estimate of Oz.

A OZ difference between 0. and

A Q' A angles between the locally level plane and the

platform's Y and Xp axes, i.e.,a Ox is the

angle between Y and the locally level planiep

measured by a right handed rotation about Xp

sir.ilarly for A 0y.

By$ Ex  errors in earth's rate torquing to the Y and

X gyros respectively due to error in azimuth

wander angle.

Eycc EXcc' Szcc errors in torquing to the Y, X, Z gyros due

to cross-coupling effects.

g the gravity vector; defined to be positive

in the vertical upward direction.
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Ays AX platform level axes accelerometer measurements.

U zero maean Gauesian white~ noise.

4XI cyC1 exponentially correlated random gyro drifts.

U') autocorrelation function of random gyro drift.

(T') autocozrelation function of Gaussian white noi-ie.

~ C?)Dirac delta function.

W power density spectrum~ of random gyro drift.

IU ( W) pawer density spectrum~ of Gaussian white noise.

T standard deviation of a random process.

a.2 variance of a random prccess.

,ct Xy "correlation times," for the random4 gyro drifts;

values of for which the oxponential autocorrela-

tion functions decrease to 1/6Cr2.

a natural logorithmn base.

J". V, " Icorrelation times" for the random accelerometer

drifts,

CtXICI yaccelerometer's random drifts.

X error state vector.

A system dynamics matrix.

U zero mean Gaussian white noise vector.

Y measurement vector.

PA measurement matrix.

V additive measurement noise.

H((&z) elemental filter with 9Zparameter estinetft.
A
X estimate of X.
A
Y estimate of Y.



y difference between actualJ measurement Y, end estirua-

A
ted measu"rement, .

norm ofY.

w eightig factor~ for outpuss oi: --lemearal filter

cotvari.ance mat±tix of erro-rs 3n azt vector atim.ta.

ex~actation operator.

t, t)state tras'sition m~atrix over the interval t to t +

mazrix of varianceer of input forcing futiction, U

ieestrix of additive noise viasncea.



Accuracy of self-contained 1lignmenv sch~vmea 6
Additive noise, 32
Approximations,,

anall angle, 14, 17
Auto-correlation functions, 19
Azimuth, alignment, 3

gy'rc, 3
references, 3
wander angler S, 12.

Controller,
platform, 48

Correlation time, 21
Covaariance mnatrix, 42

propagated, 42
Cress-coupling errorm, 16
Dirac delta function, 20
E.:th's rate, 10
81l-3:mental filter, 41
block diagram, 45
computer algorithm, 46

Brrvr model,
block diagram, 24

Error vector, 28
Feedback,

in elemeatal filter,, 42
Gftussi'tn jihite noise, 19
Gyrooipassing, 3

in polar reVin, ~5
Gravi~ty, 15
Inertial Component, warm-up

behiavior, 6

rndon drifte, 6, 18I Inertial frame, 2
DBiertial measurettent unit,, 1
Inertial navigation system, i
Inertial plaitfozft, 2
Initial conditions, 1
Kalaan, R.E., 334

gain matrix, 4

Leveling, platform, 3
Lucal level triad, 2

Magnetic, compass, 6, 14
variation, 14

M~esurem~ent, vec.or, 28
matrix, 32
oxnIEcted, 43

rio-ga tio1 reference Crame, 2
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Nois, mesurement, 22p 6
Noise veotor, 32
Noxum, of a vector, 37
Paramete~r estimation$ 29, 32

bwrdensity spectrm, 20
Randoma, accaleromete= driftz, 22

g~rro drifts, 21
Random pracessea, 18
lttatiCn zatx'iX3 12'
Schuler-tuned, 2
Shaping filter, 20
Sixmllatioza,

computer, 52
Sorenson, H.W-4 33
Stoodard error, 21
State apace equations, 26
-S~ite vector, 2$
Stationary ayistem, 3
Theodc1ltex, electronic, 3
Therimal eomps~ination* 6
Tis. opt$.aa parvu.-ter eatinator, 36

ranstion watric, 42

of Wbzfte aacae, 20
of pazietter Qstir-ate erro~r, 38

Wri~ht~nq factor, 37
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